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MAP PLANNING

MAPPING +

With his tool you can assign trips directly from the map, 
be it for loads or groupages.

Statistic module with which you can calculate the most 
optimum route from point A to point B (shortest, quickest 
or most economical route). This module also calculates the 
cost associated with a certain route and the carbon print.

Mapping + is composed of the following modules:

ROADCOSTS

INTERACTIVE PLANNING OF ROUTES AND COSTS
With our application you can attach to a trip the kilometres done by the truck and the 
trailer, void kilometres, projected costs of subcontractors (if they are defined), costs of 
highways, ferries and tunnels of the proposed trip and the BAI of the trip.
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M A P P I N G  TO O L

Geofencing: with geofencing you can control the position of the 
truck in real time and check it is following the established route and/or zone.

Geotiming, E.T.A control (estimated time of arrival): this enables you to calculate trips right on 
time and predict any delays. Real time information on any detours. 

Geocode: converts addresses to geographic positions and 
enables AndSoft to define the trip on the map.
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